1997 bmw 540i

It was launched in the sedan body style, with the station wagon body style marketed as
"Touring" introduced in The proportion of chassis components using aluminium significantly
increased for the E39, and it was the first 5 Series to use aluminium for all major components in
the front suspension or any in the rear. It was also the first 5 Series where a four-cylinder diesel
engine was available. Rack and pinion steering was used for four- and six-cylinder models, the
first time that a 5 Series has used this steering system in significant volumes. Unlike its E34
predecessor and E60 successor, the E39 was not available with all-wheel drive. The high
performance E39 M5 sedan was introduced in , powered by a 4. It was the first M5 model to be
powered by a V8 engine. Development for the E34's successor began in , [ citation needed ] and
ended in The final design by Joji Nagashima was selected in June [8] [9] and later frozen for
production under new design chief Chris Bangle. With design selection in , the series
development phase began and took 39 months till start of production. The domestic German
design patent was filed on 20 April , with an E39 prototype. The E39 was one of the first vehicles
alongside the E38 7 Series to have curtain airbags , which protect the occupants' heads in a
side impact. Several models were available in Sports or Executive trim levels. Special options
available options on wagon models were either a roller blind or extending cargo cover with
patrician net for the rear cargo area, roller sun visors for rear and side windows. A "latent heat
accumulator" was available as an option up until September The next time the vehicle is started,
this heat is automatically used to reduce exhaust emissions by heating the engine up to
operating temperature quicker , for cabin heating and window defrosting. Separate to the latent
heat accumulator is the Residual Heat function activated by a button labelled "REST" , [29] p
which allows the demister and cabin heater to use the heat of an engine that has recently been
turned off using an electric pump to push hot coolant through the heater core. Specifications
for European models are shown below. The initial diesel models used the BMW M51
turbocharged straight-6 engine. In , its successor the BMW M57 was introduced in the d model,
however the BMW M51 engine continued to be used for two more years in the td and tds
models. In , the M47 four-cylinder turbo-diesel was introduced in the d model, which is the only
E39 model to use a four-cylinder engine. Six-cylinder petrol models were fitted with either the
5-speed Getrag G or ZF Z S transmission, depending on the year and model. The following
differential ratios were used by the E [41]. Unusually, two different steering systems were used
for the E39, depending on the engine. Models with four-cylinder and six-cylinder models use
rack and pinion steering, [42] the first time this system has been used in a 5 Series except for
the E34 iX model. This system steers from the front of the axle. Models with V8 engines use
recirculating ball steering, as per the previous generations of 5 Series. These frequencies are
out of the range of engine and driveline vibrations, to avoid vibrations being amplified. The E39
was the first 5 Series to use aluminium for most components in the front suspension. The
proportion of chassis components using aluminium significantly increased for the E The front
suspension consists of a double-jointed version of the MacPherson strut , [47] [48] with
six-cylinder cars using an aluminium front subframe. The rear suspension consists of a four
link design called "Z-link" , which is similar to the system used by the E38 7 Series. The design
minimises unintentional toe angle changes, which increases the stability of the handling. The
Touring model was the first BMW model to use air suspension self-levelling suspension was
first used by BMW for the E23 7 Series with a closed-loop nitrogen system that operated in
parallel with the steel springs. Instead of using a traditional coil springs, the system uses
pneumatic springs paired with air reservoirs that are pressurised by an air compressor. The M5
model of the E39 was introduced in at the Geneva Motor Show and was produced from to It was
powered by the S62 V8 engine. All E39 M5 cars were sold in the sedan body style with a 6-speed
manual transmission. The Alpina B10 3. The Alpina D10 was the first diesel model produced by
Alpina and was introduced in February The engine, a 3. The i Protection light-armored vehicle
was launched in Europe in September and in North America from January The i Protection is
rated to withstand the impact of handgun fire up to and including. Most changes occur in
September each year, when the changes for the following model year go into production, as is
typical BMW practice. Therefore, the changes for represent the model year, for example. The
E39 facelift also known as LCI models began production in September for the model year. In
Indonesia, the initial model range in was the i and i, [69] with only the i available with a manual
transmission. Following the September facelift, the line-up consisted of i, i and i. Indonesian
models were assembled in Jakarta from complete knock-down kits. From â€”, the E39 model
range in North America consisted of the i and i, In the M5 was introduced along with station
wagon marketed as "sports wagon" versions of the iT and iT. The station wagon models were
marketed as "Sports Wagon" and standard features included roof rails for mounting a roof rack.
In BMW sold the i M-Sport package as a limited production model in the United States, with 1,
cars produced with a manual transmission. Sales in the United States for May to May were 19,

vehicles. The M5 was used by several teams in the Italian Superstars Series. Car and Driver
featured the E39 in its " 10Best list" six consecutive times, from to Other reviewers have also
praised the E39 models. The series tested for IIHS 's "moderate overlap front" test and received
'Good' rating results, the highest available. The first pilot production models were built in
February , [87] with full-scale production starting in September that year. From Wikipedia, the
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Executive car E [1]. FR layout. Z4 E Of all the long-term test cars we've ever had, only two made
us misty-eyed when they were returned: our speed-yellow Porsche Carrera 4 and this jet-black
BMW i manual. But the empty void we felt as each of these cars left our garage wasn't merely
because we instantly missed the power and prestige such German machines deliver. It was
something more, something deeper. At the risk of sounding maudlin, these cars have soul. It
was also the hands-down winner of our Import Car of the Year award. That the 5 Series
continues to sell exceptionally well in its third model year of production essentially unchanged,
except for the addition of a sport wagon version is testimony to the excellence of design
throughout the vehicle. And interesting fact, culled from our survey of new 5 Series owners,
was that 80 percent of those people bought, as opposed to leased, their s and s. Choosing the i
nets front-passenger side-impact airbags and a glass moonroof at no extra charge. In options,
we ordered the heated front seats and steering wheel package, as well as folding rear seatbacks
to expand the vehicle's cargo-carrying abilities seats folded, it's like a mini-SUV; we once
carried four inch tires and four loose wheels with room to spare. We also opted for the way
power adjustable Comfort Seats with articulated backrests that proved on numerous long
journeys to be the best seats in any car, regardless of price. The rest of the options list is brief,
with only metallic paint, the Sport package, power rear sunshade, and premium sound system
with CD changer remaining to be selected. With such a tantalizing assortment of Bavarian
equipment from which to choose, we went for the sportiest combination when ordering our
long-term test car. Wearing sultry black inside and out, our i was outfitted in full Sport regalia
including the outstanding Getrag six-speed manual gearbox. The average age of the 5 Series
principal driver in a household was reported to be Only one person was in the age range lucky
kid! Household income, as you might surmise, was predominantly at the six-figure level, and
there was an average of 3. A whopping The five major reasons given for selecting a new 5
Series were "quality" In fact, it only takes one heavy push of the throttle, one fast corner, and
one aggressive use of the powerful disc brakes to become a believer in BMW's philosophy. It
quickly becomes your mantra. Even the base i, with its 2. With the manual gearbox, it scoots
mph in 6. Stepping up to the i delivers one of the best V-8s on earth, a 4. Lots more. Switch off
the traction control, rev 'er to four grand, drop the clutch, and this Bavarian beast will mark over
75 feet of pavement with smoky Dunlop imprints. Zero-to-sixty mph takes a ponycar-eating 5.
Thanks to the perfect spacing of gear ratios in the six-speed box, each redline upshift places
the engine back in the fat part of the power curve, making the acceleration from to mph as
exhilarating as many of the world's big-name performance cars. But at the same time, the

engine remains silky smooth in everything it does, whether rushing to redline or pulling a steep
grade in top gear. It's truly a magnificent powerplant. We're not alone in those sentiments. A
year-old corporate executive from Florida wrote, "Really a great car! I also own a Porsche , and
it's almost a toss-up which I like best. It is the finest machine on the road! Not only was it a fun
and painless experience, you'll save 10 percent on the car's retail price. That savings will pay
for a good portion of your trip, and you'll get the unbelievable thrill of driving your
high-performance Bimmer on the autobahns for which it was created. Trust me, you will
remember this for the rest of your life. At the end of your stay, just drop the car off at any one of
18 E. Harms cartage offices in any of nine countries, sign four papers and get on an airplane. In
about four weeks, the car will arrive at your local dealer for delivery. Once back on American
soil, we got to drive the i more like normal people do. A mile trip to the San Francisco area
returned an amazing average of The return journey took us along gorgeous Highway 1, where
the broad torque band of the 4. This oceanfront roadway continually changes from ultra-twisty
up-and-downhill mph sections to mph straights, and is packed with creeping motorhomes,
distracted tourists, and confused geriatrics. We soon found we could leave the shifter in fourth
gear literally all the time--driving it like a tall-geared automatic--with smooth and eager torque
from as low as rpm! That's impressive. Two other items of delight: If the remote keyless entry
system needs a new battery, a reminder will be displayed in the instrument cluster's message
center when you start the car. And the effectiveness of this car's cooling system is nothing
short of amazing. So, it's great for summer use, but how about in deepest darkest winter? Often,
high-powered cars are rendered near-useless by snow and ice, and even some traction control
systems can't make up for the inclement weather downsides of huge tires and lots of torque.
Fortunately, BMW's sophisticated All-Season traction control really works, delivering superb
wet-weather handling and the perfect amount of traction control intervention: just a gentle
guiding hand that gingerly slows a spinning wheel, while letting you continue to accelerate
rapidly. A year-old manager from Maryland wrote on his survey, "Love the electronic
transmission and traction control in bad weather. This is the best winter car we've ever had.
Dry-pavement handling is also one of this machine's strengths. BMW is the champion of making
MacPherson struts really perform, and the 5 Series' combination of taut suspension control,
perfectly weighted steering, spot-on brake feel, and comfy ride is nothing short of amazing. The
synergy of all these components working together is clearly more than the sum of their parts.
It's part of what makes the 5 Series a totally satisfying, completely addicting, absolutely
mesmerizing automobile. Our survey respondents agree, with With an average speed through
our slalom of But, as dynamically awesome as this BMW is, there are a few faults. We agree with
the year-old finance director from Delaware who complained about the tight rear seat legroom,
as well as the begrudgingly installed for the American market flimsy cupholders. In fact, one of
the rear cupholders in our car broke after only a few uses; it was repaired under warranty. Other
complaints from both the surveyed owners and the MT staff include the smallish trunk, as well
as a schizophrenic automatic fan-speed controller in the HVAC system that occasionally
overrides the preferred setting to give way-too-little or way-too-much blow. Problem areas
reported by survey respondents were few. Only 3. Our car irritated us a bit with all three
problems on that list; however the occasional power window glitch miraculously fixed itself and
never happened again. We had one opportunity to use BMW's roadside assistance when the car
mysteriously wouldn't start. The response time was good, but despite our telling the operator
that the car was in our underground garage overhead clearance of only 6 feet , they sent first
one and then a second regular tow truck. Our solution was to use the tow hook from the
onboard tool kit and, with a strap, use another test car to tow the Bimmer up three levels and
onto the waiting flatbed. The mysterious problem was traced to a faulty IKE and EWS control
unit, which decided to no longer recognize the coded ignition key. The items were replaced
under warranty. A year-old consultant from Massachusetts reported an excellent experience
with roadside assistance after bending two wheels on New Year's Eve in the middle of a snow
storm. What else can one say! Our man also scrawled that the world would be a better place if
people had to earn the right to drive such a jewel of a car. It's no secret we flat-out loved our i.
In fact, we pleaded with BMW's execs to let us keep it for a two-year test. Oil consumption was
negligible only one quart had to be added , and average fuel economy hovered just above 18
mpg, despite this writer's daily blitzkrieg commute along L. I also could never resist an
opportunity to show a Mustang or Corvette driver just what this "yuppie sedan" could do. The
"stoplight loser" tally at last count: three Mustangs, two Porsche s, assorted Mercedes , and a
friend's Corvette that race track grudge match captured for posterity on "Motor Trend
Television"! It's clear that, with the 5 Series, BMW has another winner on its hands. But we still
haven't gotten over the loss of our beloved i six-speedf and are chomping at the bit to fully test
the upcoming horsepower M5. Just imagine this superb platform with more horsepower, a rpm

redline, fatter rubber, and tauter suspension tuning. As a year-old finance director from
Delaware wrote, "Your Import Car of the Year article was right on the money. And the best thing
is the car makes you feel that it's enjoying taking you there! Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Kevin Wing photographer C. Van Tune photographer. Vehicle config. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and
Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Feel it again with this good-look. Pleased to present this nice
BMW i E34 with under 70k miles from new. These are great driving vehicles with plenty of room
and power to be enjoyed by the driver. These cars were built to motor down the Autobahn along
with enjoying the countryside roads in style. Vehicle is nicely equipped with; leather seats,
power seats, power windows and mirrors, power sunroof, cruise control, 15in alloy wheels, and
CD Changer. The stunning and rare Calypso Red Metallic is an eye catcher along with the beige
leather interior. Vehicle drives nice with low miles and all lights functioning properly. Vehicle
was recently serviced along with front end tie rods and alignment. Vehicle shows well for its age
and will provide plenty of miles and enjoyment for the next owner. Accompanied with the car
are two keys, remote key fob, full tools, spare tire, slight window tint and clean CarFax. We do
not take personal checks or credit cards! Customers make the trip from Greenville and
Jacksonville because we are the new Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, Ram, Mitsubishi and Subaru
dealership in the area that not only provides an array of quality products and services, but
customer care that is unmatched! Here, at Riverside Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, Ram, Mitsubishi
and Subaru dealership, you can count on the integrity of our used car collection. Have good
credit? We work with several lenders to get you the best rate. Not to worry. You name it, We
accept it!!! Easy weekly payments deducted directly from your checking or savings and there is
no penalty for early payoffs! Sales tax and registration are included in your down payment.
Hurry before it goes! Odometer is miles below market average! Clean low miles BMW i. Sporty
and practical. Call Mike today or Visit Central Autos online at Call Today for Great Financing
Rates! It is equipped with a 5 Speed Automatic transmission. It is offered with a Service
Contract available. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and
forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and
conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. The 5 Series iA has been lightly
driven and there is little to no wear and tear on this vehicle. The care taken on this gently used
vehicle is reflective of the ,mi put on this BMW. Based on the superb condition of this vehicle,
along with the options and color, this BMW 5 Series iA is sure to sell fast. You've found the one
you've been looking for. Your dream car. Click for more information, Call to set up an
appointment, or better yet, come on down to Toyota of Cerritos and get behind the wheel for a
test drive today! Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these
products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. COM for more
information. Recent Arrival! This vehicle is part of our Budget Row Collection, These cars sell
quickly, so hurry in for a test drive, They have no implied or expressed warranty. We have more
inventory so we can offer more selection and volume discounts. We now offer a wide selection
of Certified vehicles. Our Service Department and Collision Center offer many types of repairs.
Look at the condition of this I. DINAN factory tune you can feel in the pedal. This car is
awesome. It came from Sarasota Florida where it spent most of its life so it has not a spec of
rust anywhere. In fact, the body is perfect with no rust, no dents, no damage at all. The interior
is a 10 out of 10 with not an ounce of wear. No rips, no stains, no tears. It drives even better
than it looks too!! No rattles, no shaking, no noises. It has power sliding sunroof, power
windows locks and seats, factory nav, premium wheels with nice matching all season tires,
keyless remote entry. Good credit, or bad credit, we are able to offer rates as low as 3. Come to
the Sherman Oaks region and consult with us about selling your car. Our low overhead allows
us to offer you more money. If you are in need of returning a lease, come to our dealership and
we may even be able to buy out your lease return and save you penalty fees, especially if you
are over your mileage limit or have a minor damage on your car! Call or visit our Pre-owned Car
Dealership today! We certify every vehicle for our confidence and yours, in order to offer these
exclusive warranties. If you don't like it, bring it back, exchange it, that simple. At Rollit we don't
pay our staff of transportation advisers commission. So feel free to shop without pressure, they
are here to help, that's all. Rollit Motors is founded on trust, integrity, and respect. We are proud
to offer these values in our sales and business practices so our customers keep coming back.
The vehicles on our lot have the best prices and quality in the area, so come by and see us
today! No hidden fees!!! No add ons!! There's a level of quality and refinement in this BMW 5
Series iA that you won't find in your average vehicle. A BMW with as few miles as this one is a
rare find. This 5 Series iA was gently driven and it shows. There are many vehicles on the
market but if you are looking for a vehicle that will perform as good as it looks then this BMW 5
Series iA is the one! This vehicle won't last long, take it home today. Finance available with

applicable fees. Auto Holding makes no representations, expressed or implied, to any actual or
prospective purchaser or owner of this vehicle as to the existence, ownership, accuracy,
description or condition of the listed vehicle's equipment, accessories, price, specials or any
warranties. Any and all differences must be addressed prior to the sale of this vehicle. Auto
Holding is not responsible for typos and exact options list as it is automatically decoded from
the VIN number. In order to honor the advertised price, customer must print vehicle listing and
present at time of arrival at dealership, and acquire managers signature on printed listing.
Dealer will not be liable for any inaccuracies, claims or losses of any nature. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Save Search. All 5, Listings. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Sedan 5, Station Wagon 8. Trim i xDrive 1, i
1, i xDrive i i e iPerformance Mi xDrive i xDrive i xDrive i e xDrive iPerformance i 56 i xDrive 48 e
25 d 17 i 14 d xDrive 13 xi 11 xi 7 e xDrive 6 xi 4 d xDrive 4 i 4 xi 3 ActiveHybrid 5 1. Engine Type
Gas 4, Hybrid Diesel Cylinders 4 cylinders 3, 6 cylinders 1, 8 cylinders Fuel Economy. Electric
Range 10 mi 30 mi. Electric Range. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with
recent price drops. Price Drop. No accidents. Frame damage. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of
5, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I purchased this car used July with , miles. I love this car.
The previous owner took good care of it. It's like new on the inside. If gas was cheaper I would
have a million miles on it. I only have , mile. It is a joy to drive. I've only had minor issues with it,
and they all are covered in other reviews. I will purchase at least 2 more. Read more. Read less.
Sign Up. This week I ran across this early production i Sport package car. Something really
worked for me about this wheel on this body style. It sounds strange to trumpet that, but most
of the i Sports seem to be modified â€” even slightly. Here, the pre-facelift orange directionals
and less fussy taillight design work in harmony with the lack of body kit and beautiful exterior
hue. Is it a winning combination? The 4. The car has been in a collection the last few years and
rarely driven, almost all the miles were California driven and the undercarriage confirms no salt
or rust damage. The car now comes with an Illinois title and recently passed emissions tests.
This car was meant to be driven and enjoyed and it is not at this point and has to go to a new
home, my loss is you gain! Yeah, I
volkswagen bora 2005
2003 hyundai accent fuel filter location
porsche 928 ebay
think so. There are minor changes from stock when you look closer; that shift knob, for
example, sure looks like the perforated type that was equipped on my i. It will be interesting to
see if this one sells. Enter your email address: Delivered by FeedBurner. We re-post public
classified advertisements. As a practice we rehost images and ad copy to preserve the listing
for future reference. If you would like additional attribution for your work, or wish to remove
your listing from our site, we are happy to accommodate. Please email us:
germancarsforsaleblog gmail. Please note we do not represent these vehicles and our opinion
on these cars has no guarantee or warranty. We are not responsible for these items in any way.
Estimates on price and values expressed in our posts are solely the opinion of the writers.
Thank you for your understanding. Those were the days. Mark Benton May 4, at am.
KrautHammer May 4, at pm. Search for: Search. Your email will not be sold or spammed, we
promise!

